
 
Cir /018/AVIS/2022         Date: 06.07.2022 

Dear Parent,                                                                                                                
Greetings!! 
 

Grade: III 
Pl.  Find, July Scholastic and Co-scholastic - Log sheet 2022-23. Calendar for the Month is uploaded 
in the Parent app and on the website for your reference.  
 

Theme of the Month: Grow your own Garden 

Thought of the Month: “To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow” 
S 

Subjects Chapter / SEA /Learning Objectives / Art integration 
details 

Class test and 
Tentative HW/ 
Resources to be 

used. 

FL- English Continuation of poem 

LS:3 How the sun was Rescued 

Grammar 

Adjectives of quality 

Degrees of comparison 

Cardinal and ordinal number 

Worksheet, listening 
and writing skills and 

notes. 

SL- Hindi पंछी की चाह 

मेरा पेड़ 

गिनती (21-40 ) 

ppt /workbook 
/board /notes 

SL- Telugu అమ్మ  (వా్య సం) 

బాలభీముడు,మ్నపండుగలు,భాషాభాగాలు(నామ్

వ్యచకం ,సర్వ నామ్ం ) 

PPTS, Worksheets, 
Text bk 

TL – Hindi तीन  अक्षर  ंवाले शब्द, Ppt/workbook/boa
rd/notes 

TL - Telugu హలుులు ట నండి మ్  అభాా సము . బొమ్మ ల పేర్లు 
చదవడం , రాయడం . 

అక్షరాలు ర్ంగు 

కాగితంలో క్ల ు 

సహాయంతో 

రాయడం . 

Mathemati
cs 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Ppt Text book play 
cards worksheet 

charts 

EVS/G.S Lesson 3: Eating Habits of Animals 
Lesson 4: Birds 

PPT, Notes, 
Textbook 

Computers 
/IT 

Lesson-2. Hardware and software(Contd ) ppt /notes 
/textbooks 
/worksheet  



HEP Recreation game warm up exercise and fun activities Cons cups huddles 
plastic balls 

Art / Craft Activity - 1 
Little Bird Step by Step Drawing 

LC: child will improve  eye and hand coordination to the 
drawing  skills. 

 

Activity - 2 

Hand Purse [craft]  
LC: Children will enhance interest and hence encourage 

them to try new mediums. 

Activity - 1 
Drawing book and 

colour pencils 
 
 
 

Activity - 2 
Paper plate, scissors, 

colour papers and 
glue. 

Dance/ 
Music 

Bollywood music 

LC: children get more Flexibility, body moment, rhythm 
hand wave’s leg moments. 

Speaker, YouTube 
videos, Mike box. 

 
 
Ms.E.Swetha / Ms.Smitha / Ms. Anita Class Teacher 

Ms.Maheshwari Primary Incharge 

Ms.  Rachana Singh Academic Coordinator  

Ms.  Vanaja Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 


